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Abetract 

The forced circulation of reactor coolant (either liquid 

or gas) represents a source of exciting forces which in 

several cases caused serious faults of important reactor core 

components, which in turn resulted in long reactor outages 

and large economic losses,. According to the experience, even 

in the feed water systems of current conventional power 

plants are being found faults of similar character. 

It is the aim of this article to generalize the 

experience,. gained during the time of construction of power 

plant A 1 for any closed piping system in which forced 

circulation takes place. 
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Classification of the exciting forces 

The forced circulation of reactor coolant (or feed 
water) represents a source of exciting forces of hydrodynamic 
and acoustic type or Karman's vortex street,, which in 
interaction with reactor core or primary circuit components 
causes mechanical vibrations. 

,. The hydrodynamic exciting forces are turbulent pressure 
pulsations within boundary layer. The acoustic exciting 
forсев can be fully derived from the basic laws of mechanics 
concerning acoustics. The following classification is 
applied : 
- hydraulic pressure pulsations (HPP), generated by 

circulators (for further information see /1/) 
- acoustic pressure pulsations (APP), described by the wave 

equation 
- standing waves of organ-type, typical in primary circuits 

of LWR'e (similar to the effects in feeding water systems 
of conventional power plants). The frequency spectrum is 
described as 

for a tube with one end open, and 

for a pipe with both ends open. 
So far we reviewed all forces having discrete frequency 
spectrum. 
Forces with continuous frequency spectrum are as follows : 

- the noise emitted by circulators (for further information 
see Л / ) , 
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- the pseudonoise (turbulent noise) generated by the sheer 

stresses in the core of turbulent stream and mainly in 

turbulent boundary layer. 

The Karman's vortex street arises when cross-flow is 

involved. This takes place in the case of valves or thermo

metry detectors. As stated e0g. in /8/ numerous failures 

occurred. Theoretical knowledge of interest is summarized 

in /19/. Effects of this type are not investigated here. 

In the following, several remarks on the question of 

exciting forces in fluids and gases are given. Theoretical 

considerations lead to the conclusion that exciting forces 

energy is decreased by 

- theme-viscous absorption 

- energy exchange between the fluid and the pipe wall (for 

more details see /2/). 

So the damping depends on thermodynamic parameters of fluid 

and on the shape of piping system. 

Experiments had been performed to determine damping 

characteristic of gases. 

Results are presented in fig. 1 and fig, 2 for COp and Np, 

showing that the thermoviscous absorption may be neglected. 

For liquids no experiments had been done. 

The propagation of pressure pulsations in piping systems 

Assuming that 

and that 

- the thermoviecous absorption is negligible, 

- the correlation between noise and discrete term is 

negligible 

/ 
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- the dispersion of hydraulic pressure pulsations or acoustic 
pressure pulsations on the noise component is negligible, 

then the propagation of HPP or APP can be described by wave 
equation 

i , 

1 c* uL ( 1 ) 

which a f te r Fourier s transformation takes the form of 

V'hl<\$ *0 <0 - H1 ( 2 ) 

The general solution of (2) i s 

- -LnQ J/4 0 I . , ч 

«/ С e t J) e (3a ) 

<u2 

/-2 л,« П , я ( ЗЬ ) 

where the term describes the HPP f i e ld in r a d i a l . 

eicpfcjjt^zj i n ' a x i a l and &кр^9] in circumferential 
d i r e c t i o n . Using (3a) , the following terms may be determined; 

- f lu id veloci ty 

й=-*^ц,?+и95*ил; ( 4 ) 

- acoust ic pressure 
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The ways in which the HPP and APP proceed in axial direction 
can be investigated using the equation ( 3b ). The fol
lowing three cases are possible : 

- "*« ~ Z\ ~ **•** u propagation in z-direction, 
I1 . u,1 i -• exponential damping in з -

- ' w- "" direction 
oL _ o1

 vv _ - licdtip« case, propagation 
^ not dependent on the z - coordi

nate 
The frequocies corresponding to the liuit^ing case are 
called charactoristic frequencies /„ * (modal cut-off) 
and for the case of rirjid infinite duct are determined froib 
the condition of zero velocity in radial direction at r*roj 
v/hich in turn leads to 

'e'r- ( б ) 

Hence *>,»• = ̂ ^r *••'-/„ , the values of v„ „ for -n*<0' ^ 
ve/'l ? \ are in tab„ lo 

From the foria of the term -̂,т-= - Д т е j in ( 3a ) is 

clear that the v/ave propagation takes place in circumferential 
direction, too. 

Free ( 3a ) it is clear that the values of m refer to 
radial pressure distribution and determine the number of so 
called nodftl curves,, 

Examples 

n = 0, ш = 1 
The basic case, plene v/ave v/hich at certain conditions 
propagates in z-direction within the whole frequency spectrum 
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with the velocity of sound in given i^ediun. ..ave length Л,,* —» 
' ~V лее fi~. 3. 

Pressure distribution in radial direction takes place, the 
characteristic frequency being ^^= !2i3? ^aJ^1 . Pressure 
disturbations in axial direction travel with velocity Ue2 

which is smaller than corresponding sound velocity. Wave 
length Л,г* 2.ИR~0\ is determined on the basis of axial wave 
number (iB1 from eq. ( 3b ) and is always different from 
Ce *'gi whose use lacks in this case physical justification. 

Pressure distribution throughout the cross-section is given 
in fig. 4. 
n = 1, ш = 2 
General case, pressure changes in radial and circumferential 
direction. Number of nodal points 2 n = 2, f s2.M6c0 d~0

1. 
Pressure disturbations in axial direction travel with the 
velocity Un , which is smaller than sound velocity in given 
environment. The wave length is determined as in the preceding 
case from Kj'^'Vn * Pressure distribution is shown in 
fi£. 5. 

It appears that, for practical purposes, systems cen be 
reduced to the scheme: disturbation source -». waveguide -*• 
volume (e.g.gas tank, instrument chamber). 

From theoretical considerations follows that for 
identification of pressure pulsations propagating in a pipin :; 
system, the knowledge of frequency and pressure distribution 
in a plane perpendicular to z-direction is required (which 
is equivalent to the knowledge of a pair of modal numbers 
Пу, т 7 • The wave length is to be determined very carefully, 
taking into account that for all <n>u m> 1 and /n-0t m>4 
holds the relation f^ /лп, • 

The method of measuring discrete frequency components 

Based on the introducing assumption of preceding 
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paragraph the ргоЫ«кя of measurements may be formulated as 
the problem of selecting a periodical signal fro» random 
noi3e. Two methods of approach to this problem exist : 
deterministic and stochastic. Both methods make use of 
harmonical analysis, based either on convenient computer 
algorithm or standard frequency analyzer with minimum 
bandwidth of 1/3 octave. 

The results of deterministic method are expressed in ' 
the form of a frequency to amplitude function. The results 
of many measurements show that the dispersion of results 
(for a ..-iven frequency and sufficiently long time period) 
represents about 10 d3, which is rather significant error. 
Theoretical discussion of this fact based on the analysis 
cf eq. (3a) had shown that (according to /7/) the main 
reasons for this are : 
- instabilities of fluid thermodynamic parameters 
- possible changes of i::odal number pairs during the wave 
propagation 

- changes in the speed of circulator. 
The disadvantages just described are eliminated by the 
statistical approach, assuming that the process of discrete 
components propagation bears the character of a steady - state 
or/'jodic random process. The amplitude values of .̂ iven frequen
cies are interpreted as a continuous randor. function which ma; 
be described either by first type characteristic (the 
distribution function and moan values), or by second type 
characteristic represented by correlation functions or power 
spectral densities (auto- and cross correlation). Most 
frequently ".he spectral densities are used. The mathematical 
model Í3 rather complicated, and is partly solved in /4/ to 
/7/. 

The statistical treatment of signals is - according to 

the current ststu of computer technology - perforce i by : 
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- analog method I 
J 

- analog-digital method t, 
- special hybride-system method '• 

i 
.t 

The analog methods work according to the scher.e : j 
measuring recorder —•» standard correlation equipment or j| 
frequency analyzer with some convenient filter. 
The disadvantage of this method is a long evaluation time 
and low accuracy. The analog-digital methods are based on 4 

i 

the following scheme : a fast analog-digital transformer í 
(if possible- with auxiliary memory) —— digital computer • 
with high speed printing unit and, if possible, a parallel - \ 
connected spectrum analyzer. This arrangement has several ' 
advantages : : 
- considerable acceleration of evaluatin process , 

- the prompt spectrum analyser enables visual control of the 
process and enables to decide, which tire interval is of 
interest for detail investigation. 

The computation of values defined uy {.:<) - (4) in ma-До 
by computer. 
The hybrid systems perform at least the 1/3 octive or narrow 
band frequency analysis in real time and, using routine 
programs, calculate and print the results of eq. (2) - v4) ; 
and other, if needed. Y<ith regard to the fact that e .uipmo.it : 
used is of rather small 3ize, on-line evaluation is possible о \ 

The generalisation of measurement results 

It was shown that dimensionless parameters describing ] 
propagation of HPP in a piping system may be formed as 
follows : ii 
Sh number * jЛ i/) /, it is the HPP source characteristic jj 

http://uipmo.it
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XMa, Re number, it is the fluid thermodynamic characteristic 

3h number = ^с1\ it is the APP or tube characteristic. 

The cli:;:ensionles3 HPP amplitude may be chosen in the 
following nan лег : 
- In the case of a deterministic approach 

- in the case of a statistical approach either 

or 

The dî eiu-rior.less parameters are of great importance 
\:h<.a the actual equipment parameters are to be determined 
on Vie basis of :»odel mei-isureoients. 

The I-IPP Kioas'jrê .onts on the A 1 power plant 

Some procedures, described in previous parts, had been applied 
when u'saaurer.ents cf HP? in selected parts of nuclear power 
p.lnnt A 1 were done. The aim of these measurenients, performed 
during the preoperational period of A 1 start-up, was to 
investigate the influence of primary circuit ^e-ouetry on the 
HPP level which in. turn had to make possible the uea^e of 
research results gained otfhe test facility for operational 
conditions of r-';v/'.r pl'int prir.'ir.y circuit. 

Tr.e ;xperir..o;;t3 were performed in the pi pin." of circula
tor Ко 3. Tho Gchf...'itic illustration of loop an*an;;er:3nt it:; 
1 i ) .i. JL ' « ' . 

During the hPP :::ea;iuroaonli: the re-actor wan f i l l e d with 
du::i::.y f .'ol c l c : o n t 3 , tliз two r e^a in in : o i r c n l - i t e r s -o 1 and 
No 2 b c i v ; in ope ra t i on , t o o . 
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Because the preoperational teat schedule did not consider 
placing of measuring equipment, the sensors, when installed, 
were not in the proper position psralML to the inner surface 
of the main piping, which in turn gave rise to яшпу troubles 
during preparing and evaluating the measurement <> 
The equippment localisation was, according to existing 
situation, designed with the aim of minimum distortion of 
HFP main frequency components, 'which corresponds to minimum 
number of pea'.cs of transfer function in a ;;iven frequency 
interval, The form of sensor bun^s was based on theoretical 
analysis and their final shape v/аз tested for the correction 
of transfer characteristics. iJeasure&ents of Y functions were 
made in an acoustic box. The results for the .point El (see 
fi,-. 6) can be seen in fig. 7a and 7b. 

This examnle shows the change of transfer function, too. 
As testing was ...ade with sir ax atmospheric pressure, then, 
provided that calculate,! and:neasured values of IYj = {(Cj) are 
equal, the same mathe: .<tical model may be u_>od for calculation 
of \Y\ for <§ and C0 values, corresponding to A 1 
coolant parameters dur in.; the tests. 

As HP? serin or a piezoelectric unit developed by Skoda -
/*7JE was used (fi:> 1), The records of si /nals were made usin;j 
Call-Howell equipment. During me a-jure;. e::t analysis, ňruel & 
Kjaer analyser and recorder were used and, after the 
transformation to digital form, the computer US 803 v;as used 
to perform the 'Fourier a analysis. 

During the ;.„easurements, the effect of circulator TK3 
mass flow ratio was investigated as well as that of T1C3 
control blades position on the HPP level. The coolant 
parameters during the investigation period were roughly 
constant, Pi =5.3 i.'.Pa. Pailures of several oenaors tool: 
place and some plu^in,- of preo&ure ducts occurred. ior final 
evaluation about 30 representative samples of records from 
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peints Fl, Dl, 11 and D were at iiepoaal (fig. 6). 
Ik* illustration of point D record at *•/<; - 4 , />л'£зМЬ 
i>4 « 5f С , <Af* is in fig. 9. Fig. 10 shows the simplified 

fern* *f *>/• :Т(£/бп.п,) • A 1l measurements may be dirided in 
twe groups : circulator inlet and eireulator eutlet, and for 
illustration the eurve ebtainei by the circulator test (at 
outlet) is slotted, too. In fig. 11 the functional dependence 

<*•>/а с f(if) ' ia seen (both for primary circuit, sb^ for 
cireulater teat); both are valid for eirculater eutlet. 

Jhe pointa, corresponding te plsrt • oasurements show 
values about 30% 1ол'ег than those obtai^e-l .vith «ireulatsr. 
2his can be causei by the fallowing factors : 
a/ inaccuracy of values *f transfer functions, ani higher 

HP? deeping in the bun^s 
b/ the geometry of A 1 primary circuit, and tne influence 

af HPP generated by remaining circulators 
c/ pulsations d&bipin£ in the primary circuit and their 

dissipation in reactor 

d/ iifferences in measurement peint lecstion in primary 

circuit ani during circulatar tests 

e/ the HPP time changes, i.e. the charges of frequency 

component amplitudes, and their mutual phase. 

Ihe last effect was investigated by means of Fouriers 

analysis of siflnals from sensor B. Sased on a 180th-orior 

Fourier polynomial with oasis frequency 50 HE, 0,1 s signal 

components were determined, incluiing corresponding phase 

angles. The results are plotted in fig. 12 and fig, 13. 

НЛчз the normalized frequency components of 50, 300, 1600 
ani 2400 Hz as a function of tiuie a¥e seen (with 400 Hz being 
the reference value for normalisation), alonj with differences 

be^yeen p%»se angles of saitf frequencies and the reference 

шв9Ш 400 Hz. 
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The main normalized frequency components of HPP amplitu- {j 
des ar« in agreement with measurements during circulator 1 

•j tests. The difference is snailer than in the case of HPP i 
amplitude level (20 - 25%)<> The character of the dependence 
of HPP level on the ratio % or S ia of similar character \ 
and the displacement of higher KPP components at ^1^„,т ) 
or о is found to be equal to that determined during i' 
circulator tests. 

t. 

t 
The fundamental effect of damping and geometry was not 3 

established. The effect of sensors placing v/as partially 
eliminated by selecting a set of representative samples and \ 
by statistical treatment of values measured in several j 
places. .j 

i j 
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List of symbol* 

ap amplitude of HPP I ?+] 

А2>с,й constants 
C0 sound velocity [*s J 

^» piping diameter [m] 

Д characteristic dimension of circulator [m] 

/ frequency [Hz] 

G mass flow [^S''J 
J0 Beasel function of n-th order 
к wave number /V'J 
/ characteristic dimension (length or diameter 

of piping) [*] 

i length of piping 
,̂/t modal numbers 

p pressure fluctuation, pressure [4t] 

up circulator pressure drop [^aJ 

V periodical component of pressure pulsation [7k] 
r radial coordinate [">] 

t time [s] 

U velocity of coolant l^sJ 

Y transfer function /y 
1 axial coordinate ( length) L»] 

1,'<?C. acoust ic impedance [ty $"] 

Xftn modil constant [f] 

§m v a x i a l wave пшвЬег i1*1''] 

(f control blades displacement angle Iго*] 
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A wave length [">] 
(> density [^"j 
1> temperature 
9 angle coordinate С**01] 
ý phase displacement 'L

r*u] 

ф potential function / m's 'J 
tj angle frequency, Fourier s integrating 

variable [r*a s~'] 

symbol of Fourier s from of function 
.$ suction 
cf relative damping 

- 7 
X specific heats rr-tio _ j 

~ - '7 
9Č radial wave number * j 
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1 - body of the sensor 2 - bushing 3 - insulation 

4 - nut 5 - collecting electrode 6 - support 

7 - converting member 8 - scaling 9 - crystal 

10 - ball 11 - insulation 
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